Video 298: Q&A Session #97
by Wes Penre, April 22, 2022
The video to this transcript can be found on my video channel: https://wespenrevideos.com
_________________________________________________________________________________

Hi! Wes speaking! Here is another Q&A I hope you’ll enjoy. Please send in more questions at
wespenre2@gmail.com, and put Q&A in the subject line, so I don’t miss it. Now, let’s go right to the
questions and comments.
QUESTION 1: Do you, Wes, personally consider earth a prison for soul development, or does it
depend on individual perspective when referring to earth in general?
MY COMMENT: Yes, I think of Earth as a prison planet in a way because this is not our home, and we
were placed under a Dome and isolated from the Orion Universe by a Grid that was held in place with
technology. We were prisoners of war after the War of the Titans (see the Wes Penre Papers [WPP],
the Second and Fourth Levels of Learning). This doesn’t mean we can’t develop here—it’s just way
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harsher and more difficult than it was supposed to be when we lived in what I and my Forum Group
call “Gaia,” the Larger Planet outside the Dome/Earth.
QUESTION 2: How useful is chanting 'AUM' and 'Om Mani Padme Hum' mantras in particular?
MY COMMENT: You also asked me about the Tibetan Rainbow Body phenomenon, but I can’t answer
that because I have not studied it. Regarding the chant: chanting is just vibrations. Different sounds
and voice pitches have different vibrations, just like in music. There are different opinions about
chanting mantras, and I can only present mine as a comment to your question. I don’t like chanting
mantras. I have joined chanting groups in the past, but in my opinion, it puts the chanters in a trance,
and I want to get out of the trance of being in this Construct—I don’t need to experience more
trances. I’m just speaking from my own experience with chanting.
QUESTION 3: Suppose when I die, and I manage to leave this matrix, what happens to these other
soul aspects? Will they come with me, or will I leave them behind? And when left behind, will they
become aware of the option to leave this matrix then?
MY COMMENT: I have no definitive answer to this, but according to my research, we can look at our
Higher Self as a jellyfish to use a metaphor. A jellyfish has many tentacles. Let’s say each tentacle is a
soul energy beam with a human body attached on the other end (the so-called Silver cord). Thus,
each Oversoul has multiple lives going on at the same time, but in different eras and environments—
perhaps not all these lives are happening on Earth. The Oversoul then learns from each life experience
and from each extension of itself.
If one aspect of the Oversoul leaves the Matrix, there is no guarantee the other aspects do. Of course,
you are not consciously aware of the other aspects—only the Oversoul is. You, who wrote this
question, might leave the Kenoma/Matrix, but the other aspects continue experiencing their lives as
usual, until maybe one day they will leave, too. Above all that, the Oversoul experiences all these
different lives at the same time.
Another option is that the other tentacles are indeed withdrawn from the Matrix if you leave, and
thus, there is no aspect of you, as an Oversoul, left in this Construct.
If we ponder these two options, I think option 1 is more likely because the Oversoul probably has
experiences in other parts of the Universe, as well. Are these aspects also going to be withdrawn? It’s
highly unlikely, and if that’s the case, why would the other aspects you have in the Kenoma be
withdrawn just because you withdraw?
The Oversoul is not a player—it’s the Observer within you. You, who are reading this, or listening to
the video, is the player, i.e., the soul/mind, if you will, who is participating in this life here in 2022
when this was written.
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However, you will not suffer from that there are other aspects of your Oversoul still operating within
the Kenoma. You are not even aware of them, usually.
QUESTION 4: If Yaldabaoth/Enki wants humanity to choose nature over technology as you wrote,
about channeling, in the WPP, then this "should" be a part of his redemption, I’m assuming. However,
since time is not linear, he can perceive any foreseen event ahead of time since time doesn’t work
for him the same way it does for us here on earth. He knows nature will at some point in the future
be A.I., so will he make a big change with his influence here on earth?
MY COMMENT: Yaldabaoth/En.ki wants to create duality and diversion. So, there are always two
sides of a story. In this case, we have his aspect as Marduk/Shiva wanting the Singularity and a reset,
while the other aspect of himself promotes a biological approach. But I don’t think En.ki is redeeming
himself—it’s just for the show because of the way this universe is operating—it’s dualistic.
It’s true that linear time is something we are experiencing while we’re incarnated here, but it’s not
linear in the astral. Yaldabaoth might have a better overview of this Construct from his lofty position,
but the “future” of humanity is not set in stone. Humanity is bound by destiny but not by fate. We
can make choices that will change our destiny/outcome. And according to Barbara Marciniak’s
“Pleiadians,” we humans are quite unpredictable, and even though we have developed a herd
mentality here on Earth, we are still difficult to completely control. This is also why they need the
Singularity in order to reach their goal, or they would not be able to control us well enough to fulfill
their plan to invade Orion.
So, according to what I have concluded after doing research is that both En.ki and Marduk want the
Singularity. It’s their only chance to survive in the long term because none of them is immortal—only
long-lived—and they use us and other life-extending methods to prolong their lives. When they die,
they are dead and gone forever. There is no afterlife for them.
QUESTION 5: In the Wes Penre Papers (WPP), mostly in level 5, you mention that there are several
constellations in the hands of the AIF, and that En.ki, Marduk and Ereshkigal each control some
asterisms respectively in the 8th Heaven within the Milky Way Galaxy and are thus "their" domains
and are in their full control. The solar system is just one of those domains what is essentially known
as the patrix/Kenoma.
Can you elaborate more on this? You mention in your papers that the 7 Heavens is the solar system,
and everything outside of it is Orion. What about the physical worlds in Orion, Alpha Draconis
(Thuban), Hydra, Ursa Minor, The Pleiades, and others in their hands? Also, do you still think
En.ki/Lucifer/Yaldabaoth will continue with his end all agenda which has to do with end times? Are
there any clear indicators to that at this time?
MY COMMENT: The Gnostic texts distinguish between the Kenoma, the 8th and 9th Heavens (Orion),
and the Pleroma (the Spiritual Realm). The Archons are currently in charge of the 7 Heavens within
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the Kenoma, and Earth is embedded in that—the Kenoma is like a cosmic egg. In the WPP, I stated
that the Khan Kings are expelled from Orion (I called it “Lucifer’s Rebellion”), so they are bound to
stay here in the Kenoma. But I also wrote they have some access to Orion. By that I was referring to
the asterisms mentioned in the WPP, such as the Pleiades, Ursa Minor, and Alpha Draconis to name
a few (see The Fifth Level of Learning for more constellations invaded by the Khans). So, they can
operate to a certain degree in Orion, and they use hollowed out asteroids to travel through
wormholes and stargates.
In a remote viewing session, conducted by Brett Stewart and his team, they found out that the
Archons use our soul energy to energize these portals/wormholes/stargates. So, it’s thanks to us they
can navigate their crafts between the Kenoma and certain parts of Orion. This is discussed in detail
in Brett Stewart’s video “Moksha.” Because of its disturbing nature, Brett took the video down after
a while, but it can still be found on the Internet1 (see transcript for the URL).
And yes, the Khan Kings will continue their agenda until the bitter end—their existence depends on
that the Singularity project will succeed. They believe they have no choice but to invade Orion.
Please consider signing up on Patreon. Without your support, it’s literally impossible to continue with
these videos and articles. Patreon supporters are what makes this possible. So, if you like what you
see and hear, please consider going to patreon.com/wespenre and sign up.
Here is a list of patrons who have agreed to being mentioned on my screen list—Tier 2 to Tier 4.
Thank you for your dedicated contribution (see video screen).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05gB1Y4H4h8&t=1883s
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